Eris, Goddess of Discord
Thin, graceful and beautyful, with red hairs and red eyes
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I'm discord personification, the Mistress of chaos and Anarchy and
will obey no law and stand no Tyranny. Plus, I LOVE to seed discord...
I will take revenge against the Shadow Lord by never letting him put his
hands on the Sword of Af

Goddess of Discord and Strife
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Delicate beauty
Extremely smart

Seed discord among the heroes
Don't let the Shadowlord or any of his minions take the Sword of Af

TRICKSTER
SENSE THE CRACKS

SLIP THROUGH THE CRACKS
INSTINCTIVE EMPATHY
MASTER OF DISGUISE
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☑ TRICKSTER. When you roll to deceive or trick, increase your MOON
NUMBER by 1 to double one of your TRICKSTER powers.
☑ GODDESS IMMORTALITY. You can die only if your soul is banished
or destroyed. Spend 1 KA or a critical die to use your INCREASED
VITALITY to recover a physical Consequence.
☑ WHISPERER IN THE DARK. Increase your MOON NUMBER by 1 to
increase MANIPULATE EMOTIONS to spread discord, jealousy or
suspicion.
☑ EMOTIONAL WEAVING. When you use MANIPULATE EMOTIONS to
create Scene Traits about emotions, add a D6 and increase your
Success Level by 1.

EXCITER
SENSE EMOTIONS
MANIPULATE EMOTIONS
AMPLIFY FEELINGS

NATURAL CHARISMA

INSTINCTIVE DEFENSE
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☑ ENTHRALL. When you roll NATURAL CHARISMA to seduce, lie or
make friends increase your MOON NUMBER by 1 to add
MANIPULATE EMOTIONS.

DARK TALENTS:
☑ MAELSTROM’S EYE. You are drawn to interesting and strange
events: gain 1 KA and let the Herald create a Scene Trait equal to
your Legend about one of those. Gain 1 KA when you resolve it.
☑ GODDESS OF DISCORD. When people around you squabble,quarrel
or argue against each other, gain 1 KA and add a D8 to the Shadow
Pool.
☑ UNFIT. Gain 1 KA and drop the highest die in your pool when
rolling a physical action.
☑ MANIPULATOR. Gain 1 KA and increase or inflict a D6
Consequence on a friend or increase the smallest die in the Shadow
because you try to manipulate your friends or to gain something
from this situation.

Golden apple of discord
Scent of desire

Eris is the Goddess of Chaos, strife and discord. She lives for
this and she is empowered by the discord she seeds.
Years ago a Shadow Lord that is now searching for the Sword
of Af orchestrated her fall from the grace of the other
Olympian Gods.
As a vengeance she wants to make sure that the Shadow
Lords don't gets that sword, whatever it costs.

